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e: the generalized c tinuum hypothesis, must a bicompact 
oint has character less than some 
e cardinahty The answer is yes when X is regular. 
ust ar hereditarily separabk bicompact Hausdozff qzx kve C’W 
nality no greater than 2N9 ’ - I 
Call X a c-space if x E ~1 A s: X implies that x E cl A’ for Some count- 
abk subset A’ of A. 
Is there an uncountable bk Jmpact: Hausdorffc-space with no non- 
trivial convergent sequence :? 
Must any uncountable bicompact Hausdorff c-space have so.me point 
first countability? 
st every hereditarily separab e bicomgzst Xausdorff space have a 
point of countable charac;! or’: 
f a bicompact Fausdorff c-space satisfies the countable chair; eDndi- 
tion, must ii A cardinality be < 2”0? 
If iu biccmpact Mausdorff c-space satisfies the countable chain condi- 
tion hereditarily, must its cardknality be < 2”0? 
(R.W. Heath) 
1. Given a p-space’ (or M-space1 ) A’ such that the diagonal or‘X X X is 
a C, set, is X developable? 
2. Is the perfect image of a space X such that the diagonal of X X 2” is 
a 6, another such space? 
eb 
ry normal sc:reenab ace collectionwise normal? 
su-ve~r of the theory of M-spaces, thi 
etriza tion of t~~Q~Q~ica~ spaces, Can. 
ix 
compact T; , ension a.ce x having a c 
r~~e~t~ve limit of finite ordered szts? 
pact space (embeddable as a closed LCU~ 
uct of countable discrete space’s) strong [disjoint ze- 
ro-sets can be separated by a ; rtition)? 
(F. Tall) 
ample of a garalirdelof reguiar space that t p aracc:l i- 
t is a non-trivial necessary and sufficient: co tion for a 
paraiindeiof space to be paracompact? 
(3. West, though nA originate? of the question) 
‘Which compact metric Absolute Rex-acts “turn into” Hilbert cubes 
uct is taken with t 
parCx.&~r, is this true Gf the mple given in Rorsuk’s ITheorY L,,’ 
ltrcrcts (as “the smgularity of zurkiewicz”) cf a 2-dimensional 
retract of the 3-cell which is not a local A 
